
IELTS SPEAKING
Lesson 10

Part 2 Questions 

Describe a happy event in your life?

1.When did it happen?
2.Where did it happen?
3.What was it?
Follow-up:

•Tell me how you organize your study time?
•What do you think is important in achieving happiness?
•How do Chinese celebrate some happy events?
•What do the camera and video play in celebrating?
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Describe a thing which is important to you

1.Who gave it to you?
2.What is the thing?
3.What does the thing mean to you?
Follow-up:

•What are the changes of city between now and past?
•Does money represent happiness and why?
•How do you regard as the things people want to 
earn?
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Describe one of your neighbours

1.When did you become neighbours?
2.Do you often meet?
3.State whether your neighbour is a good one
Follow-up:

•What is the difference between neighbours and 
friends?
•Why do people like to watch TV serials in their 
houses?
•How do you think of the relationship in the city?
•How to improve the neighbourhood?
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Part 3 Questions 

 Describe a restaurant or a cafe. You should 
say,

 Where it is?
 What it looks like?
 What kind of services is provided?
 What kind of food you like there/ What kind of food 

is famous?
 Why you like it?
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Discussions 

 Do you like cooking?
 Will you cook for your friends when they visit you?
 Who cooks in a Chinese family?
 What do you think of the advantages and disadvantages of fast 

food?
 Why is fast food so popular?
 Where would Chinese go when they eat out?
 What changes would take place in terms of Chinese eating 

habits?
 What food is popular?
 What is the difference between fresh food and canned food?
 What can we do to solve the problem of food shortage?
 What are the advantages and disadvantages of family food?
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HOMEWORK: Choose the correct word to
complete the sentence.

1. He is very difficult to ----------------------- with.
a) deal b) dealt c) dealing

2. She has ------------------------ her life to missionary work.
a) dedicate b) dedicated c) dedication

3. Don稚 ------------------------- your application to graduate school or else it won稚 be considered. 
a) defer b) differ c) differentiate

4. We took this decision in ------------------------ to the opinion of the court. 
a) difference b) defer c) deference

5. I can稚 ------------------------- the full implications of the Theory of Relativity. 
a) comprehensive b) comprehend c) comprehension

6. The servant was ----------------------- for laziness. 
a) discharge b) discharged c) discarded

7. We need laws which do not ------------------------ against anyone. 
a) differentiate b) discriminate c) distinguish

8. ------------------------ at his laziness, the master dismissed him. 
a) disgusting b) disgusted c) disguised

9. That war led to the ------------------------ of the old Austrian Empire. 
a) dismember b) dismemberment c) dismantle

10. Since the judge stands to gain from the sale of the property, she cannot be considered a -------------------- party 
in the dispute. 

a) uninterested b) disinterested c) disinteresting
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